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Mercenaries in Medieval and Renaissance Europe

2014-01-10

in medieval and renaissance europe mercenaries professional soldiers who fought for money or other rewards played
violent colorful international roles in warfare but they have received relatively little scholarly attention in this
book a large number of vignettes portray their activities in western europe over a period of nearly 900 years from
the merovingian mercenaries of 752 through the thirty years war which ended in 1648 intended as an introduction to
the subject and drawing heavily on contemporary first person accounts the book creates a vivid but balanced mosaic of
the many thousands of mercenaries who were hired to fight for various employers

Mercenaries

2000

second volume of deutscher prize winning trilogy on the future of ir tracing the defining characteristics of foreign
encounters over time

Mercenaries and Paid Men

2008-01-01

why were mercenaries such a commonplace of war in the medieval and early modern periods and why have they
traditionally been so poorly regarded who were mercenaries and how were they distinguished from other soldiers the
contributors to this volume attempt to cast light on these questions

From Mercenaries to Market

2007-07-12

frequently characterized as either mercenaries in modern guise or the market s response to a security vaccuum private
military companies are commercial firms offering military services ranging from combat and military training and
advice to logistical support and which play an increasingly important role in armed conflicts un peace operations and
providing security in unstable states this work analyzes the current legal framework and the needs and possibilities
for regulation in the years ahead organized around four sets of questions which are reflected in the four parts of
the book first why and how is regulation of pmcs now a challenging issue secondly how have problems leading to a call
for regulation manifested in different regions and contexts third what regulatory norms and institutions currently
exist and how effective are they and fourth what role has the market to play in regulation

The Mercenaries of the Hellenistic World

2014-08-14
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originally published in 1935 this book provides a detailed history of the employment of mercenaries in the
hellenistic period griffith discusses how and why mercenaries were used after the death of alexander the great by the
seleucids ptolemies the greek league and other powers active before the rise of rome and includes a section
contrasting the pay and maintenance of mercenaries in the classical period with that of the hellenistic period this
book will be of value to anyone with an interest in ancient history and one of the ancient world s most important
professions

Gangs, Pseudo-Militaries, and Other Modern Mercenaries

2012-10-11

as the first decade of the twenty first century has made brutally clear the very definitions of war and the enemy
have changed almost beyond recognition threats to security are now as likely to come from armed propagandists popular
militias or mercenary organizations as they are from conventional armies backed by nation states in this timely book
national security expert max g manwaring explores a little understood actor on the stage of irregular warfare the
gang since the end of the cold war some one hundred insurgencies or irregular wars have erupted throughout the world
gangs have figured prominently in more than half of those conflicts yet these and other nonstate actors have received
little focused attention from scholars or analysts this book fills that void employing a case study approach and
believing that shadows from the past often portend the future manwaring begins with a careful consideration of the
writings of v i lenin he then scrutinizes the piqueteros in argentina gangs in colombia private armies in mexico hugo
chavez s use of popular militias in venezuela and the looming threat of al qaeda in western europe as conventional
warfare is increasingly eclipsed by these irregular and uncomfortable wars manwaring boldly diagnoses the problem and
recommends solutions that policymakers should heed

Greek Mercenaries

2004-09-09

this book provides a detailed picture of the life of these greek mercenaries analyzing who they were and from what
section of society they came it explores their motivations their relationships and connections both with each other
and those with whom they served and shows how mercenaries were recruited paid and maintained matthew trundle reviews
a variety of evidence including xenophon s detailed account of how over ten thousand greeks tried and failed to
establish the persian prince cyrus on his brother s imperial throne the fragments of a fourth century play about the
first ever soldier of fortune and inscriptions prohibiting athenians from taking service with their neighbours the
result is a fresh look at the significance of mercenaries in ancient greek society economy and politics and their
part in the process that shaped the great empire of alexander the great and the hellenistic world

Mercenaries

2007-10-11

the main aim of this book is to argue that the use of private force by states has been restricted by a norm against
mercenary use the book traces the evolution of this norm from mercenaries in medieval europe through to private
security companies in modern day iraq telling a story about how the mercenaries of yesterday have evolved into those
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of today in the process the norm against mercenaries has two components first mercenaries are considered to be
immoral because they use force outside legitimate authoritative control second mercenaries are considered to be
morally problematic because they fight wars for selfish financial reasons as opposed to fighting for some kind of
larger conception of the common good the book examines four puzzles about mercenary use and argues that they can only
be explained by understanding the norm against mercenaries first the book argues that moral disapproval of
mercenaries led to the disappearance of independent mercenaries from medieval europe second the transition from
armies composed of mercenaries to citizen armies in the nineteenth century can only be understood with attention to
the norm against mercenaries third it is impossible to understand why international law regarding mercenaries created
in the 1970s and 1980s is so ineffective without understanding the norm finally the disappearance of companies like
executive outcomes and sandline and the development of today s private security industry cannot be understood without
the norm this book is a project of the oxford leverhulme programme on the changing character of war

Mercenaries: A Guide to Private Armies and Private Military Companies

2013-12-27

mercenaries have been active in battle from the beginning of military history and as private armies and military
support firms they are a major component of warfare today security military advice training logistics support
policing technological expertise intelligence transportation all are outsourced to a greater or lesser degree in the
u s military however privatization is not a uniquely american phenomenon countries as diverse as saudi arabia and
australia rely on privatization in one form or another historically heads of state politicians and other
administrators have justified use of mercenaries on the basis of their effectiveness and cost savings these reasons
and others continue to serve as rationales for use of private military companies in military strategy mercenaries a
guide to private armies and private military companies provides a comprehensive survey and guide to mercenary forces
entrepreneurs and corporations active on the international military scene today including a concise history of
mercenaries and private armies on land sea and in the air narrative chapters are amply supplemented by sidebars
including biographies of major figures key statistics historical and current documents contracts and legislation on
private armies and outsourced military services each chapter includes a bibliography of books journal articles and
web sites and a general bibliography concludes the entire work

Mercenaries

1999-11-26

mercenaries have been employed as auxiliaries since early times but in the post 1945 world they have operated almost
exclusively in weak third world countries from columbia to the congo angola to papua new guinea cambodia to nicaragua
they have appeared training the drug cartel armies assisting rebellions or civil wars acting as the agents of the
major powers in the congo crisis 1960 1965 they earned an especially unsavory reputation for greed brutality and
racism it is a reputation that has stuck to the mercenary and on the whole justly during the 1990s a new phenomenon
has emerged in the form of the mercenary corporations such as executive outcomes or sandline these corporations offer
a range of military expertise and weaponry have the covert support of governments in the countries from which they
come and are rapidly becoming a power to themselves ultimately far more dangerous than the individual freebooters of
the past
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The Mercenaries

1969

this book assesses the use of mercenaries by states and their integration into the national armed forces as part of a
new hybridisation trend of contemporary armies governments especially in the west are undertaking an unprecedented
wave of demilitarisation and military budget cuts simultaneously these same governments are increasingly opening
their armies up to foreign nationals and outsourcing military operations to private companies this book explores the
impact of this hybridisation on the values cohesion and effectiveness of the armed forces by comparing and
contrasting the experiences of the french foreign legion private military companies in angola and the merging of
private contractors and american troops in iraq examining the employment of foreign citizens and private security
companies as military forces and tools of foreign policy and their subsequent impact on the national armed forces the
book investigates whether the difficulties of coordinating soldiers of various nationalities and allegiances within
public private joint military operations undermines the legitimacy of the state furthermore the author questions
whether this trend for outsourcing security can realistically provide a long term and positive contribution to
national security this book will be of much interest to students of private military companies strategic studies
international security and ir in general

Mercenaries, Hybrid Armies and National Security

2014-09-15

the raids therefore were more than an exotic nuisance but a key factor in siena s decision to abandon independence in
1399

Mercenary Companies and the Decline of Siena

1998-05-29

the contents of this consolidated volume concern mercenaries from thedutchies or principalities of brunswick ansbach
and bayreuth andhessen hanau based on sources in german archives the brunswick forces itshould be noted served mainly
in canada and northern new york where theyare likely to be found residing in 1790 unless they became prisoners ofwar
the ansbach and bayreuth contingents were attached directly to thebritish army commanded by generals howe and clinton
and together served innearly every operation of the war their counterparts from hessen hanaufought in new york were
captured during the saratoga campaign and wereforce marched to charlottesville virginia

German Mercenary Expatriates in the U.S. & Canada Following the American
Revolution

2009-06

this highly illustrated title traces the development of mercenary soldiering from individuals and small units in the
african wars of the 1960s 90s to today s state employed corporate military contractors the phenomenon of mercenary
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soldiering has constantly recurred in the news since the 1960s and has always attracted lively interest the concept
of mercenaries began in the former belgian congo during the 1960s when men such as mike hoare and bob denard
assembled hundreds of military veterans to do the fighting for a particular leader or faction this idea soon evolved
into small teams of individuals training and leading local forces with varying success wars in rhodesia and on south
africa s borders attracted foreign volunteers into national armed forces and veterans of these conflicts later sought
employment elsewhere as mercenaries the wars in the former yugoslavia also attracted foreign fighters inspired as
much by political and religious motives as by pay this picture then evolved again as former officers with recent
experience set up sophisticated commercial companies to identify and fill the needs of governments whose own
militaries were inadequate most recently the aftermath of wars in iraq and afghanistan has seen such contractors
taking on some of the burden of long term security off major national armies while the subsequent rise of isis daesh
has added a parallel strain of ideological volunteers the author is well placed to describe how the face of mercenary
soldiering has evolved and changed over 60 years using first hand accounts photos and detailed illustrations this
book presents a compelling snapshot of the life campaigns and kit used by mercenary operatives engaged in fighting
within both larger and more specific conflicts around the world

Soldiers of Fortune

2022-03-17

this study employs a textual analysis literary and philological of the story of the duel of david and goliath and
together with its comparison to greek egyptian and mesopotamian literary sources historical analysis alongside
comparative analysis with archaeological findings

Aegean Mercenaries in Light of the Bible

2015-04-30

in analyzing the origins course and effectiveness of domestic policymaking in hesse cassel charles ingrao finds that
frederick was neither as evil as we might think nor as enlightened as we might like to believe

The Hessian Mercenary State

2003-02-13

since before the time of alexander the great trained soldiers have sold their expertise on battlefield around the
world fighting and dying in other people s wars for money glory or the lust for violence and combat in this book
harry mccallion explores the development of modern mercenary forces from the british sas led deniable operation in
yemen in late 1960 s during which the israelis were persuaded to arm the sas led yemeni tribesmen through the bush
wars in africa britain s ill fated intervention in the war in afghanistan right up to today s war in ukraine many of
the modern day british mercenaries were known to the author personally including such notably figures as the
legendary sas fijian warriors tak takevesia who although in his early sixties shot his way out of an ambush in bagdad
and fred big fred mrafano who devoted himself to the cause of the people of serra leone sas veteran bill scully who
received the queen s gallantry medal single handedly protected 1 300 civilians from rebel troops during the uprising
in may 199 7after the sierra leone coup and american vietnam veteran major mac mackenzie who although badly wounded
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in vietnam rose from trooper to command a rhodesian sas squadron and was one of the units most highly decorated
soldiers also included are more notorious figures like costas georgiou also known by his alias colonel callan who
served in the 1st battalion of the parachute regiment but was dishonorably discharged and sentenced to five years in
prison for a post office robbery later he proclaimed himself a colonel and led a group of psychopathic mercenaries in
the angolan war of independence before being captured and executed by angolan forces the book explores the roles of
modern day mercenaries who s use has expanded precisely because they are mercenaries fighting for money and not love
of country their deaths are not seen as a patriotic sacrifice often they go unreported and in turn helps to conceal
the true tragic human cost of waging a war as one former private military contractor recently stated to australian tv
if you want to conquer in the 21st century you use mercenaries special forces things to keep war secret and nobody s
better at secret wars than mercenaries

A History of Modern Mercenary Warfare

2024-04-04

explores the strategies that displaced scholars cultivated to navigate the murky waters of late renaissance politics

Mercenaries of Knowledge

2023-07-31

waldemar heckel provides a revisionist overview of the conquests of alexander the great emphasising the aims and
impact of his military expeditions the political consequences of military action and the use of propaganda both for
motivation and justification his underlying premise is that the basic goals of conquest and the keys to military
superiority have not changed dramatically over the millennia indeed as heckel makes clear many aristocratic and
conquest societies are remarkably similar to that of alexander in their basic aims and organisation heckel rejects
the view of alexander as a reincarnation of achilles as an irrational youth on a heroic quest for fame and
immortality in an engaging and balanced account of key military events heckel shows how alexander imposed his will on
the willing and how the defeated were no longer capable of resisting his military might

United States Participation in the United Nations

1983

this volume explores emotion and its importance in polybius conception of history his writing of historiography and
the benefits of this understanding to readers of history how and why did ancient historians include emotions in their
texts this book argues that in the histories of polybius the greek historian who recorded rome s rise to dominion in
the ancient mediterranean emotions play an effective role in history used by the historian to explain the causes of
actions connect events and make sense of human behavior through analysis of the emotions in the narrative and theory
of polybius histories using critical terminology and frameworks from modern philosophy psychology and political
science this work calls into question assumptions that emotions were purely irrational and detrimental in ancient
history politics and historiography emotions often positively shape polybius historical narrative provide criteria
for the success and morality of agents actions and even historians and aid the historian in guiding readers to become
intelligent leaders and citizens of a new world centered on rome emotion and historiography in polybius histories is
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a fascinating read for students and scholars of ancient historiography and history as well as those working on
ancient political thought emotions in the ancient greek world and emotion in history and literature more broadly

U.S. Participation in the UN

1980

in the 21st century the young people who have crossed the different world and become the eldest young master of the
family have turned from waste wood to super genius he s a genius for equalling the five empires and surpassing them
he completed the task of bandits killed the king of beasts and even accepted two powerful holy beasts when the family
is in danger we will resolutely fight no matter the powerful family or the imperial family as long as it is the enemy
it will be inexcusable the japanese fire mercenary regiment led by him was called the sacred mercenary regiment
leaving endless legends

The Conquests of Alexander the Great

2007-11-05

from missionary to mercenary asks the question of how the church changed its position of pacifism as practiced for
the first 400 years of the church to becoming the main advocators of war

A Concise Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiquities

1898

soldiers of privateers contract killers corporate warriors contract soldiers go by many names but they all have one
thing in common they fight for money and plunder rather than liberty god or country now acclaimed author and war vet
michael lee lanning traces the compelling history of these fighting machines from the sea peoples who fought for the
pharaohs greater glory to today s soldiers for hire from private military companies pmcs in iraq and afghanistan what
emerges is a fascinating account of the men who fight other people s wars the greeks who built an empire for
alexander the great the nubians who accompanied hannibal across the alps the irish who became the first to go global
in their search for work soldiers of fortune have always had the power to change the course of war and lanning
examines their pivotal roles in individual battles and in the rise and fall of empires as the employment of contract
soldiers spreads in iraq and america s war on terrorism the u s paid 30 billion to pmcs in 2003 alone mercenaries
offers a valuable inside look at a system that appears embedded in our nation s future includes eight pages of
photographs

The Mercenary Informers of '98: Containing the History of E. Newell, Major
Sirr, J. O'Brien, and T. Reynolds. With the Secret List of the Blood Money
Paid by the English Government from 1797 to 1801. MS. Notes

1846
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current research in egyptology 2018 is a collection of papers and posters presented at the nineteenth symposium of
the prestigious international student conference held at the faculty of arts charles university in prague on 25th
28th june 2018

Emotion and Historiography in Polybius’ Histories

2023-12-29

ever since the french revolution and the rise of the rise of national armies the mercenary has been viewed as a
maligned and marginalized actor in international relations the mercenary challenges this view suggesting instead that
while delegated to the periphery of great power politics the mercenary remained a coercive instrument of state power
who was willing to discretely promote the client s foreign policy when called upon to do so never has this been more
evident than today this book offers fresh insight into the future of the mercenary as an instrument of state coercion
and explains why there is a mercenary renaissance in the 21st century the start of the 21st century has seen renewed
interest in the mercenary from across the political spectrum the growing reliance by the us russia and china on
military and security contractors suggests that the mercenary remains a key player in international politics now
emerging from the shadows to help expand state influence on the world stage by serving as an important actor in the
conduct of conflict and the winning of small wars far from being marginalized the future of the mercenary is set to
be increasingly active

Arms Trafficking, Mercenaries and Drug Cartels

1991

africa s international relations have often been defined and oriented by the dominant international and geopolitical
agendas of the day in the aftermath of colonialism the cold war became a dominant paradigm that defined the nature of
the continent s relationship with the rest of the world the contemporary forces of globalization are now exerting an
undue influence and impact upon africa s international relations increasingly the african continent is emerging as a
vocal and in some respects an influential actor in international relations there is a paucity of analysis and
research on this emerging trend this timely book proposes to fill this analytical gap by engaging with a wide range
of issues with chapters written by experts on a variety of themes the emerging political prominence of the african
continent on the world stage is predicated on an evolving internal process of continental integration in particular
there are normative and policy efforts to revive the spirit of pan africanism the 21st century is witnessing the
evolution of pan africanism notably through the constitution and establishment of the african union au given the fact
that there is a dearth of analysis on this phenomemon this volume will also interrogate the notion of pan africanism
through various lenses notably peace and security development the environment and trade the volume will also engage
with the emerging role of the au as an international actor e g with regard to its role in the reform of the united
nations security council climate change the international criminal court icc the treaty establishing africa as a
nuclear free zone internally displaced persons the millennium development goals mdgs international trade the
environment public health issues security and development issues this book will assess how the au s role as an
international actor is complicated by the difficulty of promoting consensus among african states and then maintaining
that consensus in the face of often divergent national interests this book will in part assess the role of the au in
articulating collective and joint policies and in making interventions in international decision and policy making
circles the handbook will also assess the role of african social movements and their relationship with global actors
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the role of african citizens in ameliorating their own conditions is often underplayed in the international relations
discourse and this volume will seek to redress this oversight throughout the book the various chapters will also
assess the role that these citizen linkages have contributed towards continental integration and in confronting the
challenges of globalization

Peerless Mercenary

2020-02-18

four hundred years ago france persuaded sweden to fight on its side against germany in the war between protestant and
catholic states rather than some lofty purpose what convinced sweden was money under the 1631 agreement sweden
received french subsidies to the tune of 400 000 riksdaler a year for five years this was only the first in a long
line of subsidy agreements between the countries sweden enjoyed french largesse for no fewer than 166 years in this
wide ranging international study svante norrhem traces the patterns of cooperation between the two countries with his
unique command of the archival material he discusses the reasons for the agreements and the mutual dependency that
resulted

From Missionary To Mercenary

2005-02-28

anyone interested in the real london needs to read this andrew marr no city can survive without water and lots of it
today we take the stuff for granted turn a tap and it gushes out but it wasn t always so for centuries london one of
the largest and richest cities in the world struggled to supply its citizens with reliable clean water the mercenary
river tells the story of that struggle from the middle ages to the present day based on new research it tells a tale
of remarkable technological scientific and organisational breakthroughs but also a story of greed and complacency
high finance and low politics among the breakthroughs was the picturesque new river neither new nor a river but a
state of the art aqueduct completed in 1613 and still part of london s water supply the company that built it was one
of the very first modern business corporations and also one of the most profitable london water companies were early
adopters of steam power for their pumps and chelsea waterworks was the first in the world to filter the water it
supplied its customers the same technique is still used to purify two thirds of london s drinking water but for much
of london s history water had to be rationed and the book also chronicles our changing relationship with water and
the way we use it amongst many stories nick higham s page turning narrative uncovers the murky tale of how the most
powerful steam engine in the world was first brought to london the extraordinary story of how one victorian london
water company deliberately cut off 2 000 households even though it knew they had no alternative source of supply the
details of a financial scandal which brought two of the water companies close to collapse in the 1870s and finally
asks whether today s 21st century water companies are an improvement on their victorian predecessors

Mercenaries

2007-12-18

a compelling reexamination of how britain used law to shape its empire for many years britain tried to impose its own
laws on the peoples it conquered and english common law usually followed the union jack but the common law became
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less common after britain emerged from the seven years war 1754 63 as the world s most powerful empire at that point
imperial policymakers adopted a strategy of legal pluralism some colonies remained under english law while others
including parts of india and former french territories in north america retained much of their previous legal regimes
as legal historian christian r burset argues determining how much english law a colony received depended on what kind
of colony britain wanted to create policymakers thought english law could turn any territory into an anglicized
commercial colony legal pluralism in contrast would ensure a colony s economic and political subordination britain s
turn to legal pluralism thus reflected the victory of a new vision of empire authoritarian extractive and tolerant
over more assimilationist and egalitarian alternatives among other implications this helps explain american colonists
reverence for the common law it expressed and preserved their equal status in the empire this book the first empire
wide overview of law as an instrument of policy in the eighteenth century british empire offers an imaginative
rethinking of the relationship between tolerance and empire

Current Research in Egyptology 2018

2019-05-31

from the creators of master bits and mercenary bites new york times bestselling author lexi blake and southern food
expert and usa today bestselling author suzanne johnson comes a new look at the masters and mercenaries world girls
night join us for easy to cook delicious recipes and stay for the stories of the women of mckay taggart from slow
cooker special dinners to cocktails that will elevate your game suzanne will show you that easy can be delicious lexi
dives into what happens after happily ever after charlie and ian try to have a night out but their kids prove that
anything can happen when taggarts are involved faith and ten get a gift they never expected karina and derek go on a
stakeout and serena finds the meaning of bliss all these stories and more explore what it means to be a wife a mother
a woman navigating love and responsibility good meals good times good friends bon appétit

The Mercenary

2023-06

sometime in april 1285 five muslim horsemen crossed from the islamic kingdom of granada into the realms of the
christian crown of aragon to meet with the king of aragon who showered them with gifts including sumptuous cloth and
decorative saddles for agreeing to enter the crown s service they were not the first or only muslim soldiers to do so
over the course of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries the christian kings of aragon recruited thousands of
foreign muslim soldiers to serve in their armies and as members of their royal courts based on extensive research in
arabic latin and romance sources the mercenary mediterranean explores this little known and misunderstood history far
from marking the triumph of toleration hussein fancy argues the alliance of christian kings and muslim soldiers
depended on and reproduced ideas of religious difference their shared history represents a unique opportunity to
reconsider the relation of medieval religion to politics and to demonstrate how modern assumptions about this
relationship have impeded our understanding of both past and present

Handbook of Africa's International Relations

2013-09-05
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human vermin african leaders called them when mercenaries suddenly reappeared on the twentieth century scene in
katanga in 1960 amazement dismay and uproar followed since that disconcerting revival of an apparent anachronism the
world came to accept mercenary soldiers indeed some of their leaders became household names rolf steiner bob denard
black jack schramme and mad mike hoare who luck finally ran out in the seychelles after beginning with a brief
history of the mercenary soldier mockler continues with a series of lengthy interconnected chapters which describe
political upheavals in south africa and which chronicle the part hired soldiers have played in these events

Mercenary Swedes

2019-05-11

please note this is a companion version not the original book sample book insights 1 in 2008 i was asked to
participate in a plan to stage an armed intervention in darfur i believed blackwater could stage a humanitarian
intervention for days or even weeks and i suggested other options for greystone that included training darfurians or
african union peacekeepers to defend against sudanese aggression 2 the plan was to send blackwater to darfur to help
the janjaweed militias stop the genocide but the risks outweighed the benefits in the future individuals and
organizations might overcome such reservations and retain more aggressive pmcs to do their bidding 3 a free market
for force would be closer than many think as the consumer in chief the united states wields market power to shape
private military business practices and norms as the demand for security in an insecure world increases supply will
expand as emerging firms offer greater combat oriented possibilities 4 the future marketplace will be hot spots and
conflict zones such as the middle east latin america and africa because demand for security is high there yet
introducing an industry vested in conflict into the most conflict prone places on earth is perplexing given the
possible consequences for the people who live there

The Mercenary River

2022-04-14

An Empire of Laws

2023-09-26

Master Bits & Mercenary Bites~Girls Night

2017-11-28

The Mercenary Mediterranean

2016-03-22
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